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Abstract: 
 

A transaction database usually 

consists of a set of time-stamped transactions. 

Mining frequent patterns in transaction 

databases has been studied extensively in 

data mining research. However, most of the 

existing frequent pattern mining algorithms 

(such as Apriori and FP-growth) do not 

consider the time stamps associated with the 

transactions. In this paper, we extend the 

existing frequent pattern mining framework 

to take into account the time stamp of each 

transaction and discover patterns whose 

frequency dramatically changes over time. 

We define a new type of patterns, called 

transitional patterns, to capture the dynamic 

behavior of frequent patterns in a transaction 

database. Transitional patterns include both 

positive and negative transitional patterns. 

Their frequencies increase/decrease 

dramatically at some time points of a 

transaction database. We introduce the 

concept of significant milestones for a 

transitional pattern, which are time points at 

which the frequency of the pattern changes 

most significantly. Moreover, we develop an 

algorithm to mine from a transaction database 

the set of transitional patterns along with their 

significant milestones. Our experimental 

studies on real-world databases illustrate that 

mining positive and negative transitional 

patterns is highly promising as a practical and 

useful approach for discovering novel and 

interesting knowledge from large databases. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of mining frequent 

itemsets is to find all the itemsets from a 

transaction database that satisfy a 

userspecified support threshold. It is one of 

the fundamental and essential operations in 

many data mining tasks, such as association 

rule mining, sequential pattern mining, 

structured pattern mining, correlation mining, 

and associative classification. Since it was 

first introduced by Agrawal et al. in 1993, the 

problem of frequent itemset mining has been 

studied extensively. As a result, a large 

number of algorithms have been developed in 

order to efficiently solve the problem, 

including the most well-known Apriori, FP-

growth, and Eclat algorithms.  In practice, the 

number of frequent patterns generated from a 

data set are often excessively large, and most 

of them are useless or simply redundant. 

Thus, there has been interest in discovering 

new types of patterns, including maximal 

frequent itemsets, closed frequent itemset, 

indirect associations, and emerging patterns. 

Mining for maximal or closed frequent 

itemsets greatly reduces the number of 

generated patterns by generating only the 

largest frequent itemsets with no frequent 

superset or no superset of higher frequency. 

Indirect associations are closely related to 

negative associations in that they both 

represent itemsets that do not have 

sufficiently high support. Indirect 

associations provide an effective way to 

detect interesting negative associations by 

discovering only “infrequent itempairs that 

are highly expected to be frequent” without 

using negative items or domain knowledge. 

Emerging patterns are defined as itemsets 

whose frequency increases significantly from 

one data set to another. They can capture 

emerging trends from one database to the 

other. 

 

II.EXISTING SYSTEM: 
� Apriori Algorithm for Transactional 

Databases without Timestamp 

� The problem of frequent itemset 

mining has been studied extensively. 

� As a result, a large number of 

algorithms have been developed in 

order to efficiently solve the 

problem. 

� The number of frequent patterns 

generated from a data set are often 

excessively large, and most of them 

are useless or simply redundant.  

� A common characteristic of the 

above learning methods is that they 

treat the transactions in a database 

equally and do not consider the time 

stamps associated with the 

transactions. 
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� Therefore, the dynamic behavior of 

the discovered frequent patterns 

cannot be revealed by these 

methods. 

 
III.PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

� Apriori Algorithm for Transactional 

Databases with Timestamp 

� We extend the traditional frequent 

pattern mining framework to take 

into account the time stamp of each 

transaction, i.e., the time when the 

transaction occurs.  

� We define a new type of patterns, 

called transitional patterns, to 

represent patterns whose frequency 

dramatically changes over time. 

� Transitional patterns include both 

positive and negative transitional 

patterns. 

� The frequency of a positive 

transitional pattern increases 

dramatically at some time point of a 

transaction database, while that of a 

negative transitional pattern 

decreases dramatically at some point 

of time. 

 
IV.MODULES 

1. Generating Transactional Database 

2. Find Frequent Itemset (Apriori 

Algorithm) 

3. Set Uniform Time points (1 - 100) 

4. Find Positive and Negative 

Transitional Patterns 

5. Generate Transitional Ratio  

 

Module 1 
 In this module, first we have to 

create a transactioanl database for finding 

transitional patterns. The transactional 

databases are similarly very large databases. 

The items presented in the databases are the 

real time data. 

 

Module 2 
 In second module we have to 

implement the Apriori algorithm for finding 

frequent itemset. These algorithm includes 

following steps: 

• Generate Unique Itemset from 

transactional database 

• Evaluate subsets for unique itemset. 

• Calculate support value for one 

itemset, two and so on 

• Check support value with support 

threshold. If support value ≥ support 

threshold then include it in frequent 

itemset.  

Module 3 
 The next module is used to set 

uniform time points to the items presented in 

the transactional databases. 

 

Module 4 
 The fourth module is used to 

implement the proposed method, which is 

finding positive and negative transitional 

patterens. We have to use the TB – mine 

algorithm for mining the set of positive and 

negative transitional patternsand their 

significant milestones with respect to a 

pattern support threshold and a transitional 

pattern threshold. 

 

There are two major phases in this 

algorithm. During the first phase, all frequent 

itemsets along with their supports are initially 

derived using a standard frequent pattern 

generation algorithm, such as Apriori or FP-

growth, with minimum support threshold. In 

the second phase, the algorithm finds all the 

transitional patterns and their significant 

milestones based on the set of frequent 

itemsets. 

 

Module 5 
 We first introduced the concept of 

transitional patterns and an algorithm for 

mining transitional patterns and their 

significant milestones. In that algorithm, for 

each frequent itemset, we calculated two 

supports of the pattern and the transitional 

ratio (if the two supports satisfy the minimum 

support threshold) at each time point that 

corresponds to a time stamp in the transaction 

database, while in the new TP-mine 

algorithm, these values are calculated at each 

milestone that corresponds to the time point 

where the itemset occurs. In this module we 

generate the transitional ratio as follows, a 

transitional pattern was defined as a frequent 

pattern whose transitional ratio satisfies the 

transitional pattern threshold at atleast one of 

the time points. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
A limitation of existing frequent 

itemset mining framework is that it does not 

consider the time stamps associated with the 

transactions in the database. As a result, 

dynamic behavior of frequent itemsets cannot 

be discovered. In this project, we introduced 

a novel type of patterns, positive and negative 
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transitional patterns, to represent frequent 

patterns whose frequency of occurrences 

changes significantly at some points of time 

in a transaction database. We also defined the 

concepts of significant frequency-ascending 

milestones and significant frequency-

descending milestones to capture the time 

points at which the frequency of patterns 

changes most significantly. To discover 

transitional patterns, we proposed the TP-

mine algorithm to mine the set of positive 

and negative transitional patterns with respect 

to a pattern support threshold and a 

transitional pattern threshold. Our algorithms 

takes one database scan after mining frequent 

patterns to find the transitional patterns and 

their significant milestones. Our experimental 

results showed that the proposed algorithm is 

highly scalable. 
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